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and every case is a special case. But some laws are more
injurious than others. Laws that have arisen out of customs
may have about them some sanity because they have been
evolved to meet at least climates and human circumstances ;
but laws evolved by the brain of legislators or of legislators
sitting in bodies are almost inevitably fatal to the communities
affected. And written constitutions are most fatal of all
because they impose the mortmain of dead minds on laws
that, if they are not to be so many upas trees, must be meant
for the convenience of living beings.
That is what makes the case of North Carolina most
interesting. Already in the late seventeenth century an
attempt to make of the Carolinas a land of religious escape,
if not of religious toleration, was made by Admiral Coligny,
who tried, in 1562, to establish a colony of Huguenots
near Port Royal in the present South Carolina. The settlers,
however, had disappeared into the wilderness much as did
Raleigh's Lost Colony — by 1563 — that year being particu-
larly accursed as being that in which another Protestant
Hero, John Hawkins, brought the first cargo of African
flesh to the New World, He thus imported the germ that
was to infect our whole civilizations of to-day.
Seventy years later the Carolinas, under the name of
Carolana, were granted to a Sir John Heath, who made no
use of them. This was the first instance of a proprietary
grant by the Crown, earlier colonial grants having been
made to merchant adventurers* companies with variously
sketchy constitutions.
A proprietary grant made the Proprietor practically an
absolute monarch with a power to create a practically
absolute lieutenant-governor under himself. Provincial
assemblies had the power to protest against the enactments
of the lieutenant-governor, but they had no power to
enforce their protests. They must either rebel or appeal to
the Crown, which at times listened to them. In Maryland^
which was granted to the second Lord Baltimore in 16323
each emigrant received a gift of fifty acres of land. The
Carterets being Catholics, religion was only called Christi-
anity in the charter.

